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Weather Forecasting
 Before planning for an outing or a picnic,

we always check the weather forecast

 Suppose it says that there is a 60% chance
that rain may occur.

 Do you ever wonder from where this
come from? Meteorologists use a specificcome from? Meteorologists use a specific
tool and technique to predict the weather
forecast.

 They look at all the other historical
database of the days, which have similar
characteristics of temperature, humidity,
and pressure, etc and determine that
60 out of 100 similar days in the past,
had rained.
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Sporting Out
 Batting average in Cricket represents

many runs a batsman would score
getting out.

 For example, if a batsman had scored
out of 100 from boundaries in the
match. Then, there is a chance thatmatch. Then, there is a chance that
score 40% of his runs in the next match
boundaries.

 Graph in this slide shows the variation
probability of winning a tennis match
various conditions.
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Check Your Check Your Luck!!!



Probability helps in analyzing the best
which suits you and your family the most

For example, you are an active smoker,For example, you are an active smoker,
getting lungs disease are higher in you
choosing an insurance scheme for your
you may go for your health insurance
chance of your getting sick are higher.

For instance, nowadays people are getting
phones insured because they know that
their mobile phones getting damaged or

best plan of insurance
most.

smoker, and chances ofsmoker, and chances of
you. So, instead of

your vehicle or house,
insurance first, because the

getting their mobile
that the chances of
or lost are high.



MODULE

Theory of Probability

• Introduction• Introduction

• Definition of various terms 

• Axiomatic approach to Probability

• Conditional Probability

• Laws of  addition and Multiplication

MODULE-1

Probability

Probability

Laws of  addition and Multiplication



Aim:

To construct strong knowledge in theory of 
probability and its application in real time

Objectives:

Introducing the basic concepts of probability and 
theorems

To construct strong knowledge in theory of 
probability and its application in real time

Introducing the basic concepts of probability and 



Prerequisites:

Students should have basic knowledge in the 
concepts and lingo of 

Learning Outcome:
Students should be able to do basic 
computation of probabilistic quantities.

should have basic knowledge in the 
concepts and lingo of probability.

:
Students should be able to do basic 
computation of probabilistic quantities.



Recall
A Random Experiment

A Sample space

A Trial 

An EventAn Event

Mutually exclusive events

Exhaustive events

Sure event

Impossible event

Favourable outcomes

Recall
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DefinitionsDefinitions
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TheoremTheorem: 1
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Choosing a red bead 
from the above  container



Theorem: Theorem: 2
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B
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Worked Example:1Worked Example:1
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Worked Example:2Example:2
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Try It

1. The probability of three students

in statistics are 1/2, 1/3, and

the three students. What is thethe three students. What is the

(i) No one will solve the problem

(ii) Atleast one will solve

Try It

students A, B, C solving a problem

and 1/4. A problem is given to all

the probability thatthe probability that

problem.

the problem.
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2. Two balls are drawn at

from a box containing

Calculate the probability

(i) Both balls are Red

(ii) First ball is Red and

(iii) One of them is Whitee

at random with replacement

15 Red, 10 White balls.

that

28

Red

and second is White.

Whitee and other is Red.



3. A card is drawn from
each card is equally likely
of the following events

(i) A: the card drawn

B: the card drawnB: the card drawn

(ii) A: the card drawn

B: the card drawn

(iii) A: the card drawn

B: the card drawn

a pack of 52 cards. So that
likely to be selected. Which

are independent?

drawn is a Spade.

drawn is an Ace.
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drawn is an Ace.

drawn is Black.

drawn is King.

drawn is a King or a Queen.

drawn is a Queen or a Jack



4. Find the chance of drawing

succession from a bag containing

balls, the balls drawn not being

5. A bag contains 5 Red and

are drawn one by one without

the probability that the first

second ball is Black.

drawing 2 White balls in

containing 5 Red and 7 White

being repeated.
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4 Black balls. Two balls

without replacement. What is

first ball is Red and the
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